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Jewelry Making

ACTIVITIES 2018-2019
Description

This class specializes on many different jewelries making techniques. Teaching student simple skills that are
suited to the age of the students. The students can expect to make a piece of jewelry each week. They
can make Bracelets, rings, pendants, key rings, brooches, necklace or hair band. We encourage student
to create own design ideas. They will learn how to mix complementary colors of crystal, stone, shells,
pearls and brass, together making durable eye-catching pieces of jewelry.

Fencing Academy

This program is perfect for beginner fencers. Our coaching staff consists of a highly qualified professional
coach with experience approved by the FIE (Federacion International Escrime). This course aims to bring
fencing closer to our kids.

What’s SUP

Students will be introduced to the sport of SUP (Stand Up Paddling) at Concordian’s swimming pool.
They will be taught basic strokes, and maneuvre around the pool. Benefits include strength, balance,
coordination and core training.

Taekwondo

Taekwondo is a Korean martial art, with an emphasis on kicking techniques. Taekwondo means “the
way of the fist and foot.” Lessons are tailored to your child’s age and skill level. Your child begins by
practicing basic patterns and forms, punching, kicking, blocking, striking, and brick breaking. These
fundamental skills increase your child’s physical coordination, physical strength, flexibility, balance,
and mental acumen, concentration, self-confidence, leadership and reduced aggression. It necessarily
imparts practical self-defense skills that can be used in a street encounter.

Top Flight Basketball

Top Flight is run by ex-NBA player and Los Angeles Laker Ike Nwankwo. Students will be able to learn
from an ex-player and coach who has played for over 25 years at the highest levels of the game. At the
Top Flight Basketball Academy we believe in individual attention. We guarantee a ratio of 1 coach per
8 students. In that way we can ensure every student receives personal attention. Our coaches are all
either ex or current professional players or licensed professionals. We believe this is necessary to ensure
that students receive the highest quality instruction. There will be fun activities and games integrated
into the training programs.

Mini-Musical/acting

Nurture your child's inner Broadway star as they Sing Dance & Act with Musical Theatre for KIDS’ Ms. Prim
and create a mini-show over the course of the term. The first part of each class includes theatre
warm-ups and exercises. The second part, the children work with the show script (lines, blocking, acting)
and songs.

Bricks 4 Kidz's Fun
Lego Programing

Take your child’s LEGO® experience to the next level with this engaging class that offers all the fun and
learning of our popular technic building classes, plus the challenge of computer programming! Using
LEGO’s® We-Do drag-and-drop icon based software (designed specifically for elementary ages),
sensors and remote controls; your child will further customize their builds by adding sound and motion.
An excellent introduction into the world of computer programming and robotics that will ignite their
imagination with possibilities in today’s technological world.Bricks 4 Kidz is a highly popular children’s
edutainment program from the United States and Canada with over 400 branches throughout the world
in 26 countires. Our classes provide an extraordinary atmosphere for children, where we learn, we build,
we play… with LEGO® bricks. Programs are designed with STEM education as the core and are built
around our proprietary model plans, designed by educators, engineers, and architects.

Thai Reading and
writing Club

This activity will support students to practice reading more fluently through fun Thai stories or story tales
that are level appropriate. After reading, the students will enjoy doing other fun activities such as
forming clay, Paper crafts, origami, cooking, and role playing etc. which relates to the story.

G4 Math
Investigations

@SA activity will provide students with an opportunity to develop and consolidate grade level
mathematical skills and conceptual understandings through inquiry-based investigations. Students will
have opportunities to apply mathematics to stimulating situations which simulate real life
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Xavier's Models
Activity

We will build one Gandam plastic model in semester 1, and one military plastic model in semester 2.
To fully build a plastic model with scene design by student
To develop students’ problem solving and creative thinking skills by running
To guide the student to build a model in detail and high quality
To encourage the student to challenge him/herself for the middle to high level of model building
To improve students’ skills in organization, time control, and target focusing.

I can read and
write Thai

Students will be able to spell vocabulary in each grade level.
-Student will be able to understand grammar in each grade level.
-Students will be able to identify and explain the function of essential short story elements in the writer’s
craft (i.e. character, setting, conflict, plot, climax, resolution, theme, tone, point of view)
-Student will be able to engage in informal writing assignments (i.e. reader respond, free writing,
prediction, dialectical notebook entries.

Chinese Calligraphy

Calligraphy is an ancient way of writing Chinese. This activity introduces students to the basic calligraphy
writing skills. Students will get a chance to learn how to use a brush and ink to write Chinese. They can
enjoy the artistic way of writing Chinese in the club.

JAZZ MOVES

We use the curriculum form Australia called A.T.O.D. (Australia Teacher of Dancing). The syllabus
incorporates but is not limited to, a comprehensive warm-up, stretches, floor and corner work, turns,
kicks and jumps, historical steps, up to the minute moves, combinations, progression and dances. Jazz is
not only and enjoyable class of students, but also helps students to develop their concentration,
memorizing and body-balance. Best off all, it develops self-confidence and self-expression as well.

Robotics

This activity offers an open space where children can have fun while building skills like creativity and
problem solving. Students will learn 7 essential skills: communication, concentration and perseverance,
socialization, planning and organizing, design, creative, problem solving, and independent-thinking
skills. Students can create their imaginative world by building a robot model and programming it into
action.

Black Hole – Creative
Thinking Math

Designed for students to develop advanced critical thinking skills through various mathematic activities
based on creative thinking skills and problem solving.
- Linked fundamental concepts.
- Composed of a variety of topics covering all areas, such as numbers and arithmetic, figures, regularity
and problem solving skills, numbers of cases and logic, and puzzles and games.
- Every unit is organized into new and varried themes in order to raise interest levels and to allow for
appropriate depths of exploration of topic by level. The program is organized in a repetitive spiral
structure. Although focused on topic exploration, detailed steps, practice, verification, are applied to a
variety of problems. The program is organized to be based on problems that allow for the cultivation of
practical problem solving skills.

Thai Classical
Music Instruments
Band (Beginners)

This activity is for students who interested in playing Thai music instrument. Students will learn the
traditional Thai music, and this will allow them to express Thai culture and tradition. They also have a
chance to perform their skill in school events such as Wai Kru ceremony, Loy krathong and Songkran
festival as well. This class is for Grade 4 and 5 who have skill more than 2 years.

Bricks 4 Kidz's Lego
Engineering II

This is a hands-on class where students build machines, buildings, vehicles and other structures out of
LEGO® bricks, using one-of-a-kind model plans designed by Bricks 4 Kidz®. While exploring principles of
engineering, architecture, physics and more, students will develop problem solving and critical thinking
skills. Students will work in a lab-type setting using LEGO® components such as gears, axles, beams,
motors, and battery. They will build a new motorized model each week. Instructional content is multi-disciplinary and designed by educators to increase the student’s general knowledge and introduce
S.T.E.M. (science, technology, engineering and math) concepts related to the day’s model. All lessons
are related to something students enjoy. such as sports, space, transportation, amusement parks, etc.
Therefore students will be motivated and can retain more of what they learn while having lots of fun.
Bricks 4 Kidz is a highly popular children’s edutainment program from the United States and Canada
with over 400 branches throughout the world in 26 countires. Our classes provide an extraordinary
atmosphere for children, where we learn, we build, we play… with LEGO® bricks. Programs are
designed with STEM education as the core and are built around our proprietary model plans, designed
by educators, engineers, and architects.
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The MoMath

The MoMath makes mathematics simpler for children because we will teach them techniques that would
help them understand mathematics quickly and easily. The MoMath consists of 11 levels and the different
levels are going to benefit children in all areas of math according to their ability and with the help of our
specialized teachers children will be able to improve their mathematical skills.

3D Art Workshop

In each class we will create 3D art sculptures. For example cloud lamps, pom-pom rugs and glow in the
dark shirt. Students will learn how to use their imagination, creativity and intuition to strengthen their
team work abilities as well as problem solving skills. All materials used for the experiments will be included
in the price and are provided by us. Students will be allowed to take their project back home at the end
of every class.

The Little Gym

Your child will learn tumbling and floor work, balance beam, bar skills and vaulting. In each class the
children complete a thorough warm-up, a period of stretching and strength building and gymnastics
progressions. Our goal is to give each child a great deal of self-confidence in their own physical skills
and help build strong self-esteem over time.

Junior Photographer

Develop IQ EQ! This ASA will help the students to observe and learn about nature, build stories for your
pictures and work as a team to create works of art through photography.

Math Board game
Club

Battle of the number is a board game that brings students together through competitive and cooperative game play. By participating in this activity, students can develop logic and reasoning skills, improve
critical thinking skills and sharpen their calculation skills. In addition, the game can improve verbal and
communication skills while helping develop attention skills and the ability to concentrate and focus for
longer periods of time in order to win. Have fun exercising your brain and improving your problem solving
abilities!

Thai Dessert Cooking
Class

Thai dessert cooking class enhancement student Thai Desserts cooked. The students will benefit from
participating in this activity, such as enhancing the skill of making Thai desserts dishes, can be clean
cooking to eat in their family and can be distributed to foreigners in the future.

Junior Golf

Students will be evaluated on their skills and divided into skill level groups (beginner, intermediate and
advance ). The beginner group will learn all basic skills such as foot action, leg & knee action, hip &
shoulder action, arm action and hand and & wrist action. The intermediate group will work on swing
practice and fixing technique errors to correct direction. And the advanced group will practice
with simulated games and work on developing the mental game.

Perfect Art - Develop
drawing skill

Perfect Art is a course for students to have experience practicing several art skills such as Drawing,
Painting and sculpting. Using design, shapes, forms, colors and composition, children explore through
creative art, learning by experience. Students experience fun and joy as they complete their personal
creations.This gives them emotional stability. Our friendly and experienced teachers encourage and
motivate students, helping them build self-esteem. All materials and a Portfolio are included.

TOURNAMENT of
the MINDS CIS

is a problem-solving program for teams of students from both primary and secondary years. Students are
required to solve demanding, open-ended challenges from one of the following disciplines: Science
Technology; Engineering Maths; Language Literature; Socials Sciences. TOM is an opportunity for
students with a passion for learning and problem-solving, to demonstrate their creative skills and talents

My Robotics

You like Robotics? Join the advanced course, no plastic bricks, go to next level with metal frames and
boost your Engineering skills. Learn how to program a MCU (Microcontroller Unit) and assign great functions
to any structure that you built by yourself to solve a problem in a real life or just for fun! Possibility to join
International and local Robot Competition.

Thai homework and
reading

This activity will support students to do homework with understanding and help them review what they
have studied during week to make students understand Thai more.
- After finished homework, we will let students practice reading by an extra story book for helping them
improve their reading skill

Happy & Fun Yoga

This course is a group yoga exercise activity which focuses on learners’ power. We desire to see learners
use their positive power effectively through practicing yoga movements. They will practice at least 8-10
yoga poses per day through integrated learning (adapted with other subjects). They will enjoy learning
Yoga exercises and Yoga games strengthening their body and mind. They will learn how to coordinate
their body and mind to make them one. Learners will be taught by Yoga specialists who have
experience in training kids from Yoga for Kids Thailand.
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JAZZ MOVES

We use the curriculum form Australia called A.T.O.D. (Australia Teacher of Dancing). The syllabus
incorporates but is not limited to, a comprehensive warm-up, stretches, floor and corner work, turns,
kicks and jumps, historical steps, up to the minute moves, combinations, progression and dances. Jazz is
not only and enjoyable class of students, but also helps students to develop their concentration,
memorizing and body-balance. Best off all, it develops self-confidence and self-expression as well.

Tap Dance

Time to make some noise! Learn how to perform in cross rhythms, cannons, syncopation and much
more. This Syllabus was commissioned by the Board of the Australian Teacher of Dancing Ltd. (A.T.O.D.)
Be percussive and make music with your feet!

Brain Busters (21st
Century Skills &
Strategies)

This ASA provides an opportunity for students with a passion for learning and problem solving to
demonstrate their skills and talents. Students will participate in real, open-ended challenges, develop
creative problem solving approaches and techniques, foster cooperative learning and teamwork, and
promote knowledge and appreciation of self and others. It will encourage experimentation and risk
taking as well as stimulate a spirit of inquiry and a love of learning. If you are interested in being a part of
the Concordian TOM team, this is a great opportunity to get involved and help you prepare!

Chess Club
(Advanced)

Advanced Chess Strategies and Tactics throughout the game . Advanced Chess Tactics

Spanish

Hola! Come learn Spanish through interactive songs, games and activities. You will build Spanish
vocabulary and begin putting together sentences, asking questions and having a conversation.Explore
the world of Spanish with a native speaker.

Thai Classical Music
Instruments Band
(Intermediate)

This activity is for students who interested in playing Thai music instrument. Students will learn the
traditional Thai music, and this will allow them to express Thai culture and tradition. They also have a
chance to perform their skill in school events such as Wai Kru ceremony, Loy krathong and Songkran
festival as well.

E-Science:
Little Scientist

We’re teaching science for kids all of our lessons are student centered with experiments. Courses
emphasize on learning by playing and doing. E-Science's curriculum has various experiments and
activities to suit each student's need. The lessons will be based around a science topic and the students
will explore it through experiments and practical activities. We aim to develop, practical and critical
analysis skills. Students will bring a toy or a project back home after finishing each lesson.

”GO “ the game
of genius

“Go” is an amazing board game and a very useful tool for enhancing thinking power. It is renowned as
the game of geniuses. It is said that it is also one of the simplest games to learn but also the world’s most
complex game to master. It fascinated many master minds such as Albert Einstein, Bill Gates etc. Today
“Go” is very popular and being played all over the world in over 50 countries such as JP, CH, USA, EU,
AUS etc.

Thai Language
Support

This activity will help support students to improve their Thai language. Students will have an opportunity
to develop their reading and writing skill in order to study in class better. The teachers will design
exercises and give an assignment for each student differently to practice in the area that they need to
improve; it will also help them studying in class with more confidence.

Thai Classical Music
Instruments Band

This activity is for students who interested in playing Thai music instrument. Students will learn the
traditional Thai music, and this will allow them to express Thai culture and tradition. They also have a
chance to perform their skill in school events such as Wai Kru ceremony, Loy krathong and Songkran
festival as well.

Junior-MuayThai
Exercise Class

Our Junior-MuayThai Exercise Class is especially designed for students’ age between 3 – 12 yrs old which
we have mixed the exercising and muaythai together. To let them see how to exercise their body to be
ready for any kinds of sport in the future.

Fencing Academy

This program is perfect for beginner fencers. Our coaching staff consists of a highly qualified professional
coach with experience approved by the FIE (Federacion International Escrime). This course aims to bring
fencing closer to our kids.
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G6 Beginning Band

This class is designed for the students who have completed the first semester of G6 music class with basic
playing skills on a specific instrument.
Students will continue to develop their skills throughout the semester. Once students complete this course
they will be encouraged to join the Middle school concert band in the following school year.
Students will get to participate the MYP Year-end concert in June, 2019.

Let’s speak Korean!

This course is for non-native Korean students who wish to learn how to read and speak basic Korean.
Only non-native Korean students may take this course. Students will get to know more about Korean
culture fun activities throughout the course.

Chinese Singing Club

Singing always makes us happy! In this singing club we will introduce the basic singing and performance
strategy and skills. Plus it is an interesting and lovely way to learn and practice your Chinese. Join us to
sing Chinese songs. You will have a great chance to learn Chinese pop songs as well!

Thai homework and
Reading

- This activity will support students to do homework with understanding and help them review what they
have studied during week to make
students understand Thai more.
- After finished homework, we will let students practice reading by an extra story book for helping them
improve their reading skill

Chess Club
(Intermediate)

This activity teaches intermediate Chess Strategies in the opening, middle game, and
endgame.
Intermediate Chess Tactics

The Little Gym

Your child will learn tumbling and floor work, balance beam, bar skills and vaulting. In each class the
children complete a thorough warm-up, a period of stretching and strength building and gymnastics
progressions. Our goal is to give each child a great deal of self-confidence in their own physical skills
and help build strong self-esteem over time.

CAN U KICK IT
‘TEAM CIS’

Saturday classes will help develop CIS PYP squads. Coaching methodology will be structured to
encourage freedom and confidence to attack 1 v 1. Development of ball mastery, dribbling and
controlled passing will be at the forefront in addition to team play awareness.

